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1. Executive Summary

The certainty of climate change, and the attendant need for both mitigation and adaptation, has led most forward-looking companies to begin actively managing their carbon footprint, in some cases aiming to “neutralize” their footprint altogether. Our research suggests that reducing and neutralizing one’s carbon footprint will soon evolve from “best practice” to industry standard.

As it does, it will become understood that most current emissions reduction metrics, while important, portray a limited view of a company’s impact on climate change. This is because most greenhouse gas (GHG) accounting tools create a “carbon management” frame that does not adequately address: 1) evidence that companies are maximizing potential performance over time; 2) the use of influence to improve significant indirect impacts; and 3) the contribution of capabilities and relationships for entrepreneurial problem-solving.

In this report, we examine an emerging pattern of practices that goes beyond – yet complements – carbon footprint management to facilitate climate change solutions while creating business value. We describe the current state of climate leadership in the following three interrelated areas of practices:

**Climate Leadership:**

- Building enabling environments that spur paradigm shifts in the way that climate is managed and target resources at the most scalable carbon reductions
- Developing climate-friendly value chains to internalize the most significant negative impacts, including “embodied” and “product use” emissions
- Shaping external systems by engaging policymakers, individuals and other organizations to multiply positive externalities

This trends report describes the following five major trends that together provide a rationale for companies to consider moving toward such leadership:

1) Climate change provides a new high-profile social platform on which to compete
2) Legal expectations for climate governance are broadening
3) Investors are looking for climate innovators
4) Customers are gradually beginning to take notice
5) Climatic realities will require more than individual corporate action
The report then outlines the benefits of nine approaches along with 27 illustrative practices that companies are increasingly acting on – and being measured against.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Initiating Management Paradigm Shifts** | Rethinking Basic Assumptions About Business Processes | i) Harnessing New Processes  
ii) Using Clean Energy and Fuel  
iii) Generating Clean Power |
| | Building Strong Governance Structures | i) Communicating Transparently  
ii) Ensuring High-Level Oversight of Climate Change Issues  
iii) Aligning the Organization |
| | Engaging Employees as Contributors | i) Institutionalizing a Culture of Conservation and Innovation  
ii) Integrating Problem Solving  
iii) Providing Consistent Incentives |
| **Developing Climate-Friendly Value Chains** | Reducing Embedded Emissions | i) Undertaking Due Diligence on Materials Specifications  
ii) Giving Preference to Low-Emissions Suppliers  
iii) Reducing Product Miles |
| | Designing Low-Emissions Products and Services | i) Designing Low-Emissions Products and Services  
ii) Linking Existing Products to Restoration  
iii) Deploying New Products |
| | Educating Customers | i) Labeling Products Better  
ii) Offering Product Metering to Provide Real-Time Energy Use Feedback  
iii) Providing Buyer and User Guidance |
| **Shaping External Systems** | Advancing Dialogue on Policy | i) Stating Publicly the Company’s Support for Collaborative Solutions  
ii) Furthering Science-Based, Equity-Oriented Policy Frameworks  
iii) Building Global Pathways |
| | Co-Creating Opportunities with Other Organizations | i) Advancing Market-Based Initiatives  
ii) Building Informational Networks  
iii) Developing Operational Partnerships |
| | Encouraging Climate-Friendly Behavior among Individuals | i) Facilitating Dialogue  
ii) Enabling Action  
iii) Inspiring Lower-Impact Behaviors |
II. Introduction

The projected impacts of climate change, and the increasingly urgent need for both mitigation and adaptation, have led many companies to begin actively managing their carbon footprints, with some aiming to “neutralize” their footprints completely. This practice of reducing direct emissions is usually achieved through energy efficiency measures – the cheapest and often fastest approach – and is frequently accompanied by purchases of renewable energy and/or offsets (described in BSR’s report “A Three-Pronged Approach to Corporate Climate Strategy”). Pioneer companies such as DuPont, Alcan, British Telecom, IBM and Norske Canada, each of which has reduced emissions by 60 percent since 1990, demonstrate the considerable potential for eliminating or reducing energy waste out from corporate facilities and processes. Given the associated cost savings, risk mitigation benefits and standardization of the practice, we predict that this approach will continue to provide benefits to most companies in the foreseeable future.

However, reducing or neutralizing one’s carbon footprint will soon evolve from “best practice” to industry standard. As it does, it will become clear that most current emissions reduction metrics, while important, portray a limited view of the company’s impact on climate change. This is because most greenhouse gas (GHG) accounting tools create a “carbon management” frame that does little to address: 1) evidence that companies are maximizing potential performance over time; 2) the use of influence to improve significant indirect impacts; and 3) the contribution of capabilities and relationships for entrepreneurial problem-solving.

Therefore, we have undertaken an examination of an emerging set of business practices that addresses these shortcomings and provides models for developing strategic, integrated approaches. These include:

- **Building enabling environments** that spur paradigm shifts in the way that climate is managed and target resources at the most scalable carbon reductions
- **Developing climate-friendly value chains** to internalize the most significant negative impacts, including “embedded” and “product use” emissions
- **Shaping external systems** by engaging policymakers, individuals and other organizations to multiply positive externalities

In doing so, companies may complement their carbon management – the tactical, quantifiable, internally-facing practice of reducing internal emissions – with leadership initiatives that are strategic, systems-oriented approaches often best explained qualitatively.

The following section details the five main reasons it makes sense for companies to consider moving toward the leadership practices we describe in this report.
1: A new and high-profile social platform on which to compete
Earlier this year, The New York Times described the emergence of a new hybrid “fourth sector,” made up of for-profit companies with social missions. The Stanford Social Innovation Review described this development in a slightly different way, claiming that the business and nonprofit sectors are converging. Each point to a similar trend: creating social value through business is becoming an attractive way to compete.

Given that climate change represents one of the most challenging social problems of this century, there are a growing number of ways companies can use leadership on the issue to create business value. Some companies are focusing attention upstream by working with suppliers, while others focus downstream on the climate action potential of their customers. Still others work horizontally, through leadership in trade associations, industry consortia or through lobbyists. With such a high-profile issue as climate change, innovation comes with free publicity (see CNBC’s Top 50 Low-Carbon Pioneers, BusinessWeek’s Top Climate Companies of the Decade, and Fortune’s 10 Green Giants).

2: Legal expectations for climate governance are broadening
In many legal contexts, corporate board members are protected from liability if they have acted on an informed basis and in good faith. Increasingly, the company’s climate impacts, as well as climate change impacts on shareholder value, are considered material information for decision making at the Board level. Insurer Swiss Re has begun factoring executive handling of climate change into insurance premiums and providing corporate boards with training on their evolving responsibilities with respect to climate issues. Yet to date, only 14 percent of S&P500 companies have a standing Board committee on public policy or CSR, let alone climate change. While the legal expectations for climate governance broaden, legal frameworks for how to structure this governance remain undefined, effectively placing the onus on individual companies.

3: Investors are looking for climate innovators
Investors, assisted by globalizing markets and expanding information networks, are looking beyond companies that simply reduce emissions to those that demonstrate qualitatively that they are managing climate change in an innovative and comprehensive manner. As the niche Dow Jones Sustainability Index and FTSE4Good indices develop more descriptive performance criteria, a growing number of investors are demanding that mainstream asset managers are accountable for factoring in climate considerations. These include the Carbon Disclosure Project (representing US$41 trillion in assets), the UN Principles for Responsible Investment initiative (representing US$10 trillion) and the Investor Network on Climate Risk (representing US$3 trillion). More recently, tools like the envIMPACT(R) are allowing investors to track stocks based on the carbon risk associated with a company’s business inputs, partners and products.

4: Customers are gradually beginning to take notice
Customer preferences, although ever-complex to track, are starting to converge with respect to climate change on at least two points: there is greater demand for more climate-friendly products, along with a growing demand for help in making informed choices. As a result, third-party scorecards and rankings like Climate Counts and Consumer Reports’ Greener

5: Climate realities will require more than individual corporate action
Scientific consensus suggests that, while we are locked into a certain level of climate change given climatic momentum, society can avoid “dangerous levels of climate change” through the deployment of existing technologies and widespread behavior change. Considering that emissions result from billions of independent actors across thousands of regulatory environments, calling on individual companies to become “carbon neutral” while waiting for new technologies to fix climate change will not suffice. Instead, it will become essential to recognize that companies are inextricably linked to thousands of suppliers and millions of customers over whom they have significant influence, and it is there that we will find the root causes of industrial emissions, as well as the greatest potential for innovative solutions.

Pieced together, these five developments demonstrate an increasingly clear demand for companies to develop collaborative, solutions-oriented leadership practices to complement existing internally-based approaches to carbon management. Moreover, these trends evidence the need for quantitative emissions tracking to be accompanied by more nuanced qualitative indicators, including progress with processes as well as end results. Given that climate leadership is uncharted territory, this will require more effort on the part of the company itself, but also more effort and education on the part of the investment analysts, shareholders, regulators and customers who track corporate performance.
Initiating, Internalizing and Influencing

Corporate leadership will be linked to climate change in three areas: Building enabling environments, developing climate-friendly value chains and shaping external systems.

**Climate Leadership**

- **Building enabling environments** that spur paradigm shifts in the way that climate is managed and target resources at the most scalable carbon reductions.
- **Developing climate-friendly value chains** to internalize the most significant negative impacts, including “embedded” and “product use” emissions.
- **Shaping external systems** by engaging policymakers, individuals and other organizations to multiply positive externalities.

By **building enabling environments**, companies spur paradigm shifts in the way that climate is managed and target resources at the most scalable carbon reductions. Such efforts tend to complement the management of internal emissions, for which incremental quantitative results are emphasized, along with the development of systems that support reductions over longer periods of time and are often explained best as processes and in qualitative terms. In changing paradigms, companies go beyond making a one-time emissions decrease – or buying them as offsets – and build the capacity and likelihood to generate more reductions in scale.

In **developing climate-friendly value chains**, businesses are internalizing indirect – though often significant – impacts, including “embedded” and “product use” emissions. These initiatives extend beyond that of managing emissions from sources that the company controls to those within its broader sphere of influence. Leaders are recognizing that this is important because, although direct emissions are relatively straightforward to track, simply targeting end-of-pipe solutions just moves “pollution around in a circle.”¹⁸ Focusing narrowly on one company’s internal emissions can also be misleading. For example, the production of aluminum is relatively emissions-intensive, creating 12 tons of emissions for every 1 ton of finished product. Yet that same ton of aluminum added to a car can save 20 tons of emissions over the car’s lifecycle.¹⁹

When **shaping external systems**, firms are engaging policymakers, individuals and other organizations to multiply positive effects. Contrary to traditional environmental management that seeks to contain and internalize negative impacts, those shaping external systems recognize opportunities to create value by using their capabilities and relationships to creatively externalize...
positive impacts. In so doing, an individual company can multiply its climate benefits significantly.

In the next three sections, we detail the three main classes of climate change leadership that goes “Beyond Neutrality”:

A. Building enabling environments  
B. Developing Climate-Friendly Value Chains  
C. Shaping External Systems
III. Initiating Management Paradigm Shifts

Rather than trying to clean up at the end of the pipe … how do I fundamentally change the process?

- Chad Holliday, CEO, DuPont, 2007

In addition to generating near-term incremental emissions reductions, companies need to build enabling environments that spur paradigm shifts in the way that climate is managed and target resources at the most scalable carbon reduction opportunities. Consider the example of DuPont, a $27 billion chemical company with operations in 75 countries. The company is well regarded for achieving substantial emissions reductions over the past 15 years, as well as making further commitments to reach 65 percent below 1990 emissions levels by 2010. The company considers internal capacity building important for co-generating social benefit, business opportunity and growth in the context of climate change.

DuPont is rethinking basic assumptions about business processes. For example, it is leading an effort to build the world’s first pilot project “bio-refinery,” using the plant to produce ethanol from corn. In addition, the company is actively developing next-generation refrigeration systems, fuel cells, biomaterials, lightweighting materials and energy-saving insulation. At the same time, DuPont is switching its existing energy and fuel sources to solar, wind, geothermal, biogas, biomass and low-impact hydro, and has been recognized by the U.S. EPA as the 7th largest clean energy purchaser.

DuPont has been building strong governance structures since 1994, when it published its first Environmental Policy. The company ensures high-level oversight over climate issues through a board-level Environmental Policy Committee, chaired by former EPA Administrator Bill Reilly, which is kept apprised of developments and periodically reviews company policies for organizational alignment and consistency. In addition, CEO Chad Holliday chairs a cross-organizational Sustainable Growth Council, while two company vice presidents co-chair an Executive Climate Change Steering Committee. This cross-organizational coordination, combined with the Board-level oversight, have enabled DuPont to lead the way in transparency on climate risks, not only through its annual sustainability report but in public filings to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Finally, the company supports organizational alignment with its Asset Productivity Leadership Team, an internal group positioned to manage high-ROI projects with energy-saving responsibilities.

Lastly, DuPont is enabling employees as contributors. It has developed a corporate culture of environmental stewardship that evolved from a focus on safety with symbolic stretch goals including “zero injuries, illnesses, incidents, wastes and emissions.” The company integrates problem solving throughout, building a framework for sustainability issues on the basis of its pioneering work in assessing, designing and operationalizing safety risk management. DuPont also provides ongoing incentives through its Variable Compensation Plan, which rewards employee performance in environmental stewardship.
The DuPont case demonstrates the effectiveness of three basic approaches to initiating management paradigm shifts:

A. Rethinking Basic Assumptions About Business Processes
B. Building Strong Governance Structures
C. Engaging Employees as Contributors

**A. Rethinking Basic Assumptions About Business Processes**

Today’s business environment requires companies to rethink their most basic assumptions about i) how products are made, ii) what energy to use, and iii) what opportunities exist for creating net energy-positive processes. In the course of making long-term commitments to leverage new systems and technologies, companies are able to focus on long-term shareholder value and may even see transformational changes in their business models, as evidenced in the following examples.

i) Harnessing New Processes

including technologies for greater scale efficiencies, decarbonization and carbon capture and storage

- **Nike**, after some years and many millions of dollars in investments, removed SF6 – a large, tightly bound molecule and one of the most harmful greenhouse gases – from the process it uses to fill air pockets in its shoes.  

- **Unilever** has switched its freezer technologies from HFCs, one of the most potent greenhouse gases, to natural gas.

- **Cisco** is investing $20 million in technology to reduce company travel, through which it expects to reduce carbon emissions by 10 percent.

- **FedEx** began using the first commercially-available hybrid trucks in 2005.

- **Abbot** has created new systems to improve vehicle efficiency and reduce fuel use, aiming to reduce emissions to 10 percent below 2004 levels by 2010.

- **HP**, in developing a Telework program enabling employees to work from home, has reduced emissions associated with over 2 million roundtrips.

- **Vodafone** is working with suppliers to design better network cooling systems.

- **Rio Tinto** is developing “low emissions pathways” to reduce emissions intensity in coal combustion, metals smelting and electricity use.

- **Xcel Energy** is building an integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) plant in Colorado, the first U.S. coal plant to reduce emissions through the capture and underground storage of greenhouse gases.
ii) Using Clean Energy and Fuel
including switching to renewable energy and biofuels

- PepsiCo is purchasing RECs to match 100 percent of its electricity purchased in the United States, becoming the largest clean energy buyer in the country.37
- Xcel Energy has acquired 775 megawatts of new wind power in Colorado, making it one of the nation’s largest utility purchasers of wind energy.
- Marks and Spencer, which has recently launched the £200m sustainability initiative “Plan A,” fuels its trucks with a minimum of 50 percent biodiesel.38
- Safeway has switched 17 of 42 trucks in one of its UK hubs to compressed natural gas.39
- Johnson and Johnson, which considers itself not a huge energy user but still a sizable company with a high profile, has partnered with Green Power Group to pool green energy demand for RECs.
- News Corporation, as part of its Cool Change initiative, has begun switching its fleet cars to hybrid vehicles at its News Digital Media Australian subsidiary, and generating electricity with biodiesel on the set of 24.40

iii) Generating Clean Power
including from solar, wind, biomass, landfill gas, geothermal and sustainable hydro power

- Google is building a 1.6-megawatt solar photovoltaic panel array, the largest corporate campus solar energy project in the United States.41
- Staples is investing heavily in solar power. Its 2006 investments helped reduce 19 percent of its total U.S. GHG emissions from 2001 to 2006.42
- Johnson Controls is investing $45 million to add green roofs, wind turbines, solar panels and a geothermal field to its international headquarters.43
- BP is investing $8 billion in solar, wind, hydrogen and combined-cycle power generation over the next 10 years.44
- Akeena Solar, a renewable energy provider, generates all of its own energy at a cost savings over traditional energy.45
- Tyson Foods, the world’s largest chicken producer, has developed Tyson Renewable Energy to turn its annual 2.3 billion pounds of animal fat byproducts into biofuels.46
- Lafarge Cement UK saved over 100,000 tons of CO₂ in three years by in part using pulverized fuel ash to displace limestone and using waste tires for fuel.47
Summarizing the Benefits

Rethinking basic assumptions means that companies will face a number of expenditures, both in terms of cash outlays and risks. At the same time there are often significant opportunities for quick wins, high NPV project gains and a host of intangible benefits, including:

+ **Scaling up future emissions reductions** by encouraging coordination and idea generation from all levels of the company

+ **Getting a step ahead** on technological advances that could become industry standard

+ **Differentiating among prospective employees** as a company that is thoughtful and innovative on emergent trends

+ **Gaining publicity** for making technological advances

+ Gaining publicity for making technological advances
B. Building Strong Governance Structures

Whether you’re a hedge fund manager, regulator or journalist, one of the hottest topics in today’s market is governance. While the subject is complex, there is one clear trend with regard to climate change: increased scrutiny by stakeholders to ensure that companies act with due diligence. Heavily regulated industries, such as chemicals and power generation, have long had Board oversight over climate issues. But industries outside the regulatory umbrella, such as agriculture and retail goods, also benefit from building strong governance mechanisms that i) communicate issues of concern to stakeholders and the public, ii) ensure high-level oversight, and iii) align the organization with evolving goals.

i) Communicating Transparently
including disclosing key issues, impacts, risks and plans associated with climate change

- **AEP**, an electric utility, publishes targets to reduce GHGs and information on its IGCC investments.
- **Dow Chemical Company** discusses key issues, impacts and leadership initiatives related to climate change on its website, discloses climate change uncertainties in its securities filings, and produces an annual sustainability report as well as a Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), which details GHG emissions metrics.
- **Alcan**, an aluminum producer, publishes emissions reductions annually and aims to help the entire industry become carbon neutral by 2020.
- **Ford Motor Company** recently commissioned the report, “The Business Impact of Climate Change,” which outlines the company’s forecasted challenges as a result of expected climate change effects.
- **Rohm and Haas Co.** explains in its security filings that climate change presents certain political risks and states publicly that, although limiting emissions might restrict business growth, there is nevertheless cause for the company to take action.

ii) Ensuring High-Level Oversight of Climate Change Issues
including responsibility and coordination among and between boards and senior management, and assuring that directors are fully informed of material climate risks as per the judgment rule

- **HP’s** Executive Council directly oversees a Supply Chain Board, which all company businesses support with a Procurement Management Process defining supply chain social and environmental responsibility (SER) buying criteria.
- **Bayer** has an executive Corporate Sustainability Board on climate change and a working group on renewable raw materials.
• **AEP** has its Board overseeing production of reports on climate risk mitigation strategies. The Chief Environmental Officer reports directly to the CEO.

• **International Paper**’s Board Public Policy & Environmental Committee oversees senior executive climate policy group and another senior executive group reviews all climate policies.

• **Rio Tinto** has a Climate Change Leadership Panel and Executive Coordinator.

### iii) Aligning the Organization

by enhancing inter-departmental communication and reconciling competing objectives; developing shared understanding of relationships between short and long term and direct and indirect issues; and creating consistent messaging internally and externally, including related to lobbying

• **BP**, having realized that production performance and environmental performance are not independent, actively manages the multivariate and often competing objectives of increasing volume, producing cleaner fuels and reducing greenhouse gases.\(^5\)

• **GE** has a company-wide campaign to create expectations for individual business lines to set reduction targets.

• **Johnson and Johnson** uses an “Environmental Dashboard,” for which carbon emissions are one metric that each employee’s performance is assessed on.

### Summarizing the Benefits

Of course, when it comes to governance structures, there is no one-size-fits-all approach. For some companies, climate change may not be sufficiently material to the company to merit Board-level oversight. However, robust governance is important for virtually every company to ensure integrity in the stewardship of investors’ and other stakeholders’ interests. Explicit benefits include:

+ **Building goodwill with oversight agencies** by being among the first to disclose material climate risks

+ **Gaining improved standing with investors** who wish to see careful governance and oversight

+ **Tracking and anticipating policy developments** in an uncertain yet fast-moving regulatory context

+ **Avoiding risks from misalignment** such as negative scrutiny when climate commitments and lobbying contradict each other
C. Engaging Employees as Contributors

Not all emergent issues are salient enough to require full engagement of a company’s employee base. Climate change, however, has become front-and-center in everyday conversation. It is a challenge so immense in magnitude and global in scope that it threatens to overwhelm individual concerns. Companies are in a unique position to empower individual employees and make them feel as though, through their everyday work or simply their choice of employers, they are contributing to a solution. Moreover, employee involvement is essential to the success of any new environmental initiative.

i) Institutionalizing a Culture of Conservation and Innovation while involving employees more with climate change outcomes

- **Serco Leisure** taps employee creativity through a “Big Ideas” staff suggestion scheme, competitions between sites, and e-mails, workshops, staff meetings and notice board communications to encourage efficient energy use.  
- **DLA Piper** is challenging its employees to make small, but collectively significant, behavior changes, such as turning off lights, using double-sided printing and video conferencing.
- **Wal-Mart** is using “Personal Sustainability Projects” to educate staff and drive cultural change towards sustainability with the help of Act Now.
- **prAna** buys renewable energy credits to offset employees’ home electricity use.
- **Prospero Recruitment Ltd.** has reduced waste by 90 percent through simple practices such as powering down IT hardware when not in use, switching to energy efficient light bulbs, slightly turning down heat and recycling waste.
- **Agilent Technologies** encourages energy saving with a campaign teaching practical tips that have helped reduce energy use for five years in a row.
- **Google** uses discussion forums and e-mailings to facilitate employee carpooling.
- **Sun Microsystems** developed an Eco-Responsibility Initiative that allows over 40 percent of employees to regularly work outside of the company’s offices. It saved $50 million and realized a significant carbon footprint reduction in 2005.
- **3M** has a “15 Percent Rule” that allows engineers to spend 15 percent of their time on projects of their own choice.
ii) Integrating Problem Solving
by broadening from managing “silos” to managing the entire organization

- **Rio Tinto** has climate goals and regional workshops for each business unit.
- **Herman Miller** uses an Environmental Quality Action Team (EQAT), a matrix of nine subcommittees, to engage all employees in environmental stewardship.\(^{61}\)
- **3M** uses a company-wide system called Pollution Prevention Pays (3P) that encourages employees at all levels to rethink products and processes to eliminate waste. Over the past three decades, the program has generated gains every year.\(^{62}\)
- **Shell** has developed an internal “Energise” program that brings specialized teams to chemicals locations to carry out advanced energy modeling and benchmarking that help identify areas where improvements can be made.\(^{63}\)
- **Toyota** has a Global Warming Prevention Council, which was formed in 1998;\(^{64}\) the company uses computerized forecasts of energy loads and green building.
- **Alcoa**, which has developed a “Greenhouse Gas Network” initiative, has launched an internal GHG information system that tracks emissions data for its worldwide operations since 1998.\(^{65}\)
- **Cadbury**, which recently announced a plan to cut emissions by 50 percent, intends to encourage “green activism” among employees by giving them more authority to develop a “culture of environmental consciousness.”\(^{66}\)

iii) Providing Consistent Incentives
including developing and staffing roles and performance measures conducive to paradigm shifts

- **Camelot Group plc** has developed a team that motivates and rewards employees who demonstrate leadership in conservation.\(^{67}\)
- **Timberland** provides $3,000 to employees to subsidize fuel-efficient hybrid cars.\(^{68}\)
- **Alza** pays employees $1/day when they bike, walk or carpool to work.\(^{69}\)
- **Hyperion**, as part of its “Drive Clean to Drive Change” employee program, offers $5,000 to 200 employees per year for the purchase of cars that average 45 MPG or better.\(^{70}\)
Summarizing the Benefits

As with all business transitions, it is crucial to engage employees proactively in the co-creation of solutions. But in so doing, it is equally important to design outreach strategies that fit the individual company’s culture. With climate change, some companies have been very successful in espousing a “business case” approach with employees, while others gain more traction through emotional appeals. In certain cultures, setting ambitious targets works to motivate staff and generate new ideas, while in others a conservative and deliberate approach is more appropriate. Regardless of the actual tactics used, companies can often expect the following benefits:

- **Multiplying your impacts by inspiring employees** to model the company’s climate commitments in their personal lives
- **Keeping employees engaged** in their work and assured by the company’s ever-evolving approach
- **Gathering new ideas from line managers** who have intimate knowledge of potential improvements
- **Inspiring product designers** to think more creatively about materials and new market niches
IV. Developing Climate-Friendly Value Chains

*Ninety percent of the impact … is in the supply chain*


Beyond making reductions to the emissions “inventory” as defined by the scope of control or ownership, we advise companies to pay more attention to developing climate-friendly value chains in order to internalize the most significant negative impacts associated with their business, including “embedded” and “usage” emissions throughout the organization. For example, Wal-Mart, a $348 billion international retailer, has recently undertaken efforts to lower emissions in its 6,700 store facilities and offices. But no matter how low it can reduce its direct emissions, Wal-Mart acknowledges that its approximately 68,000 suppliers, immense distribution network and wide customer base is in turn a system responsible for enormous emissions – and one that the company is in a position to influence. As a result, its has recently launched “Sustainability 360,” designed to assess root causes and collaborate with up- and down-stream partners to reduce embedded emissions, design low-impact products and to educate its buyers.

Wal-Mart is reducing embedded emissions by asking some of its suppliers to provide data on the energy efficiency, packaging, recycling and hazardous substances in the goods it buys. The company then scores its suppliers based upon these criteria, calls on them to prioritize certain “preferred materials,” and encourages them to share sustainability information between themselves. Wal-Mart is also addressing embedded emissions in the transport of its products by retrofitting its fleet with trailer side skirts, super single tires, aerodynamic tractor packages, lighter axles, and auxiliary power units.

The company is collaborating to design low-emissions products and services in order to take non-renewable energy “off [the] shelves and out of the lives” of customers. Wal-Mart has started to promote the benefits of products with lower carbon footprints such as Unilever’s All Small & Mighty detergent and the Impact GC3502 Earth Friendly PC. Together with General Electric, which controls 60 percent of the U.S. market for residential light bulbs, Wal-Mart plans to sell 100 million compact fluorescent bulbs by the end of 2007 – one for every household in the United States. The company is shrinking overall packaging by 5 percent by 2013, for which it expects to save $3.5 million for itself and $7 billion for its suppliers, noting that “Even small changes to packaging have a significant ripple effect.”

Finally, Wal-Mart realizes that with 176 million customers shopping in 14 countries weekly, including nearly 90 percent of American households, it has the opportunity to educate customers on product attributes and low-impact usage options on a massive scale. The company is developing a “Live Better Index” to gauge its customers’ shopping habits, preferences and attitudes associated with sustainability. Meanwhile, a key agenda for companies like Wal-Mart will be to show customers that “green” products can be affordable and accessible. Although the company’s efforts in this area are nascent, it is clear that it will find significant opportunity to create climate-friendly value chains by labeling products better, offering product metering, and providing buyers and users with guidance.
The Wal-Mart example demonstrates the following three approaches to developing climate-friendly supply chains:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Reducing Embedded Emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. Designing Low-Emissions Products and Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Reducing Product Miles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### A. Reducing Embedded Emissions

In general, supply chains are globalizing, suppliers are consolidating, and company supply functions bear more responsibility for revenue and innovation. In this context, many companies are beginning to reap supply chain benefits by reducing “embedded” emissions – those that have already occurred upstream – through clear procurement criteria and logistics rationalization. Companies who make it clear that they want to minimize embedded emissions can influence suppliers to become part of a climate-friendly value chain.

#### i) Undertaking Due Diligence on Materials Specifications

- **Walkers** recently found that by purchasing potatoes by low water content, rather than by weight, suppliers reduced their energy inputs, transportation become more fuel efficient, and there were fewer costs associated with post-purchase drying. 

- **IKEA**, as part of its IWAY program, uses an evaluation checklist to appraise sustainability impacts of its materials, including emissions of its forestry inputs, rating with a four-tiered “staircase” scoring system.

- **Herman Miller** chooses material inputs based on emissions and other sustainability impacts as part of its “Perfect Vision” and Design for Environment (DfE) objectives of no landfill, hazardous waste, or air/water emissions by 2020.

- **Random House** is increasing recycled fiber tenfold by 2010, from 3 percent to 30 percent of paper volume.

- **Nike** is working with the Fair Labor Association to design sustainable elements into its product engineering, commercialization processes and end-use recycling potential.
ii) Giving Preference to Low-Emissions Suppliers

including ranking suppliers on climate performance and working to help existing suppliers improve

- **Unilever**, which finds that raw materials account for up to 10 times the company’s internal emissions, gives preference to suppliers with lower emissions.  
  - Starbucks assesses costs and benefits from a systems perspective, giving preference to suppliers using lower emissions. Starbucks is also piloting a project that teaches suppliers to identify root causes of issues in order to develop sustainable solutions themselves.
- **Novo Nordisk**, as part of its Sustainable Supply Chain Management program, requires suppliers to complete a self-evaluation questionnaire as part of their contracts.
- **Vodafone** is working with suppliers to develop more energy-efficient network equipment.
- **Nike**, while saying that emissions from contracted manufacturing and shipping operations are outside the “widely accepted boundaries” of its footprint, acknowledges that they represent eight times the emissions of internal operations and business travel, and thus is working to factor in supplier emissions into its scoring system for partner selection.
- **BskyB**, after hosting supplier workshops on environmental performance, has led 10 suppliers to follow their initiative to become carbon neutral.

iii) Reducing Product Miles

by optimizing routes, localizing sourcing and using more efficient distribution technologies

- **Timberland**, along with several other companies including **Ikea** and **Maersk**, are engaged in the BSR Clean Cargo Working Group to promote industry-wide tools and methodologies for shippers to collaborate with carriers in tracking and reducing carbon emissions.
- **Marks & Spencer** is reducing food miles by doubling regional food sourcing in 12 months and working with growers to extend British growing seasons through new varieties and growing techniques as part of a three-year commitment.
- **UPS** is using the routing tool RoadNet to optimize and balance delivery profitability and customer service through routing efficiency.
- **Nike** has committed to reducing inbound logistics emissions 30 percent from the 2003 baseline by 2020.
- **Zara** has found that sourcing locally, which often creates much lower emissions, offers other important direct benefits such as speed and flexibility, particularly when a greater level of demand uncertainty or local information, manufacturing technology,
subcontractor clusters and/or opportunities for long-term subcontractor relationships are present.⁹⁵

- **Tesco** worked with local suppliers to grow green apples in England so that it has switched to sourcing locally.⁹⁶

- **Safeway** is reducing freight miles and increasing efficiency in part by using Logic information software to track vehicles and avoid congested areas.⁹⁷

---

**Summarizing the Benefits**

Companies that once sought to ruthlessly wring out supply chain costs now see that some expenditures associated with reducing emissions and other externalities – planning better, sourcing locally, upgrading transport modes and fuel, and collaborating with other industry players – can be seen as investments that afford a number of direct and indirect benefits. Such benefits may include:

+ **Improving relationships** with suppliers, who often stand to benefit from education on becoming greener

+ **Differentiating from peers by implementing supply chain emissions tracking**, which only 16 percent of FT500 companies have in place.⁹⁸

+ **Reducing risk** from suppliers whose performance may slip as a result of increasing regulation, and from customers who are increasingly scrutinizing supply chain impacts

+ **Direct cost savings** from identifying opportunities for eliminating waste across organizations collaboratively
B. Designing Low-Emissions Products and Services

In theory, all industrial emissions can be assigned to their end customers. While the processes used in the production of electricity, steel and chemicals are often considered to be high direct emissions sources, they – as well as all other industrial processes – result from a chain of customer demands. At the same time, customers are generally not willing to be held solely accountable for these emissions, since they have little control over how products are made or how energy is obtained. And since over 80 percent of emission reductions are achievable at the design stage, it will be producers, not consumers, who are ultimately associated with the bulk of emissions.

In light of this dynamic, companies are increasingly tapping in-house R&D teams or collaborating with suppliers to move beyond “recycling, reusing and reducing” to “redesigning and re-imagining” how their products might be used, a field known as Design for Environment (DfE).

i) Reducing Lifecycle Emissions in Existing Products including packaging reductions, low-usage emissions rates and end-of-life reverse logistics

- **General Electric** launched its “Ecomagination” project in 2005, an initiative undertaking investments in climate-friendly technologies expected to reach $20 billion in annual sales by 2010. The company will also double its investments in clean technologies to $1.5 billion a year by 2010, including wind turbines, high-efficiency gas turbines, IGCC power plants, and hybrid diesel-electric locomotives.

- **P&G** has doubled detergent concentrations in order to shrink packaging by 22 percent and reduce the energy needed for manufacturing, transportation and landfill waste.

- **HP** has redesigned print cartridge packaging to save 37 million pounds of emissions annually.

- **Toyota** is starting to offer Corolla subcompacts that run on ethanol and gasoline mixtures in Brazil.

- **Tesco** encourages customers to shop from home with its online grocery shopping service, which it estimates saves 100 million road miles each year.

- **Nau**, the lifestyle outdoor clothing company, developed a “webfront” hybrid selling channel, which stocks low inventory and offers incentives to customers to have products shipped.

- **Unilever** has redesigned soaps and apparel for lower temperature washing.

- **Steelcase**, considering that landfill methane is a chief GHG emissions driver, worked with McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry to make 99-percent recyclable chairs.
• **DuPont** is developing low-impact refrigerants and leading an effort to build the first “bio-refinery” using a whole corn plant to produce ethanol.  

### ii) Linking Existing Products to Restoration

including complementary product offers and emissions offsets

• **BSkyB** provides customers automatic standby products for set-top boxes that have reduced emissions 32,000 tons.  

• **GE**’s Earth Rewards Credit Card and **Metabank**’s GreenPay MasterCard link purchases with offset projects. **BP**’s Global Choice program works similarly for business customers.  

• **Barclay’s** offers the Barclaycard Breathe, from which 50 percent of profits are donated to climate change-related projects.  

• **evo** allows customers to offset emissions from deliveries for about $0.50 per order, which about 7.5 percent of its customers regularly take advantage of.  

• **New Resource Bank** offers financial incentives for green building projects, including 0.125 percent discount on loans to green leadership projects in commercial and multi-unit residential sectors.  

• **UPS** has packaged its capabilities with fleet efficiency to offer the Roadnet Transportation Suite consulting service, which streamlines routes, reducing 400,000 annual miles at client Associated Food Stores.  

### iii) Deploying New Products

such as new technologies and new value propositions for existing technologies

• **Liftshare.com** has developed a car share model that provides a national database for individuals and for-profit business model for organizational partners to save approximately 14 million car-miles and 5,800 MTCE reductions annually.  

• **General Electric**, through its Ecomagination program, is developing new consumer and industrial products such as the Jenbacher Biogas engine, which converts organic waste, a source of greenhouse gas emissions, into energy.  

## Summarizing the Benefits

+ **Cornering growth markets in low-carbon products**, which are predicted to exceed $500 billion per year by 2050  

+ **Gaining regulatory advantages**, including potentially gaining credit for reducing the embedded energy of products and preparedness for product regulation  

+ **Enhancing reputation** among customers, particularly in industries with relatively high embedded emissions  

+ **Diversifying into new complementary services**, which will often be higher-margin
C. Educating Customers

Despite the rising profile of climate change in public discourse, customers are confused about what they should do, are discouraged by inadequate product information and “green premiums,” and are skeptical of claims made by business. Until recently, customers have been given little objective and meaningful information upon which to base their purchasing decisions. But this is changing. A growing cadre of companies is educating their customers on the climate impacts of their consumer choices, providing metrics that they can use to better understand products, and offering more comprehensive reassurance.

i) Labeling Products Better to advise on information about embedded and product use emissions

- **Timberland** is developing “Green Index” tags to communicate embedded emissions and other impacts to customers, starting with the Greenscapes line in 2007. It aims to carry the label on all shoes by 2010.

- **Marks & Spencer**, while proactively reducing the amount of air-freighted food, is including symbols depicting airplanes on food products that it does fly.

- **Tesco**, like Marks & Spencer, also will label products with emissions information.

- **Unilever** intends to incorporate its own “greenhouse gas index.”

ii) Offering Product Metering to Provide Real-Time Energy Use Feedback such as user-friendly, web-accessible applications

- To continually improve efficiency in its products and data centers, **IBM** has announced a $1 billion Big Green project, which will provide users with the ability to analyze existing systems to identify areas for improvement, along with management systems that allow customers advanced control over the energy use of their systems.

- **PG&E**, in partnership with Wellington Energy, is providing smart meters to customers, which it promises that in the future customers will use to manage their energy usage via the Internet.

- **EDF Energy** is piloting a scheme providing free smart meters to customers on request.

- **Easyway Insurance Brokers** are providing customers optional smart meters to measure fuel efficiency for their cars.
iii) Providing Buyer and User Guidance for choosing products and optimizing usage efficiency

- **Shell**, which acknowledges that over 80 percent of emissions from fossil fuels are emitted when energy products are used, has developed a Fuel Stretch Campaign to help customers understand how to make fuel go farther.  

- **The Co-operative Group**, along with introducing high-efficiency light bulbs and appliances, has discontinued inefficient products to reduce confusion and help customers make better choices more easily.  

- **Swiss Re**, in asking for information on climate change management practices and factoring results into premiums, educates its corporate clients and informs them of benefits for considering broad climate issues.  

- **Royal Philips Electronics** has developed Asimpleswitch.com to educate consumers on simple actions that they can take to reduce energy use for products already purchased.  

- **Unilever**’s Washright program encourages consumers to wash at lower temperatures and use full washes.  

**Summarizing the Benefits**

Companies are learning that in order to successfully educate customers, they must also provide reassurance by offering consistent messages, using credible messengers, providing layers of information, exemplifying action and linking four things: responsibility, quality, service and value-for-money. This creates an opportunity to improve value for customers, as well as other stakeholders. Such potential benefits include:

+ **Gaining more insights** from customers by better understanding their attitudes and preferences.  

+ **Building the brand** as a company that integrates current and long-term social, environmental and financial considerations into planning.  

+ **Improving collaboration** with NGOs that have often criticized companies for causing negative impacts.  

+ **Innovation inspired** by using the company’s resources to think differently and take on diverse challenges.
V. Shaping External Systems

The time has come for constructive action that draws strength equally from business, government and non-governmental stakeholders.

- Jeffrey Immelt, CEO, General Electric, 2007

While many early corporate climate change initiatives have focused on internalizing negative impacts, playing a role in **shaping external systems** is increasingly seen as both a central social responsibility and an important means for stewarding long-term shareholder value. Take, for example, General Electric (GE), a $163 billion manufacturer of industrial and consumer products with 300,000 employees and operations in over 100 countries, a company that believes it is facing the greatest breadth of issues of any company in the world. Although the company has set aggressive targets to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 1 percent below 2004 levels by 2012, and to cut the emission intensity rate of its operations 30 percent by 2008, it is also actively engaged in external efforts to support policy dialogue, generate shared opportunities across industries and with competitors, and encourage climate-friendly lifestyles among individuals.

GE is proactively **advancing dialogue on policy**. The company has publicly stated its support for strong political action on climate change, calling on governments and other organizations to collaborate and demonstrate leadership. It is proactively working to further science-based, equity-oriented policy frameworks by co-founding the U.S. Climate Action Partnership, which is calling on the federal government to quickly enact strong national legislation requiring significant reductions of greenhouse gas emissions, and in addition by acting as a member of the U.S. Climate Policy Forum and Business Roundtable Climate Resolve. GE is building global pathways for shared understanding and action by working with Combat Climate Change (CCC), a group seeking to influence the post-Kyoto global framework, and the International Climate Change Partnership (ICCP), a coalition committed to constructive and responsible participation in the international policy process surrounding global climate change.

The company is **co-creating opportunities with other organizations**. Through its recent alliance with AES, GE has pledged to become a major purchaser of carbon offsets and in turn to elevate the profile of environmental finance and the need for market-based standards. The company is building information networks as part of the Pew Center for Global Climate Change’s Business Environment Leadership Council (BELC), the largest U.S.-based association of corporations focused on addressing climate challenges. GE is developing operational partnerships, including its work with World Resources Institute (WRI) on projects to explore Carbon Capture and sequestration technologies.

Finally, GE is **encouraging climate-friendly behavior among individuals**, although its efforts in this category are currently somewhat limited. GE’s new My Earth Rewards credit card is facilitating discussion and potentially inspiring lower impact consumer choices. GE products such as CFL light bulbs, which provide high efficiency at low relative prices, help to close the “value-action” gap.
The GE example demonstrates three approaches to shaping external systems:

| A. Advancing Dialogue on Policy | B. Co-Creating Opportunities with Other Organizations | C. Encouraging Climate-Friendly Behavior Among Individuals |

A. Advancing Dialogue on Policy

There is no longer a monolith of obstructionists among corporations. More and more companies proactively support policies that favor fair and logical climate change regulation, including the development of standards, national legislation and global pathways. For some firms, such policy advocacy themes are familiar; for companies like ConocoPhillips and other USCAP companies that previously supported only market-based approaches rewarding voluntary action, this trend represents a historic breaking of ranks.

i) Stating the Company’s Support for Collaborative Solutions Publicly

including acknowledging the seriousness of climate change, the company’s responsibilities and its position

- In 1997 BP became the first major oil company to publicly state that precautionary action on global warming is justified.
- Swiss Re is a signatory to the Statement of the G8 Climate Change Roundtable, a body convened by the World Economic Forum and backed by the heads of 22 other companies to appeal for firm global emissions regulations.\textsuperscript{137}
- Cinergy (now Duke Energy) strongly advocates regulations that will price carbon because it believes such control is inevitable and thus it makes sense to transition now to reduce “stroke-of-the-pen risk”– the risk that policymakers could sign carbon pricing into law and cancel the value of assets overnight.\textsuperscript{138}
- Bank of America states publicly that climate change threatens the ultimate stability and sustainability of our way of life and that the company actively supports Smart Growth regional planning.\textsuperscript{139}
- Ford says, “It is in the interest of society and business to reduce the uncertainty and increase the predictability of policy frameworks and market conditions around the issue of climate change.”\textsuperscript{140}
ii) Furthering Science-Based, Equity-Oriented Policy Frameworks
such as debating, setting agendas and engaging policymakers directly

- **Duke Energy** is a founding member of the U.S. Climate Action Partnership (USCAP). The company appeals for a strong but simplified regulatory structure that gives economic signals addressing all emissions.

- **ConocoPhillips**, also a member of USCAP and the Pew Center Business Environment Leadership Council (BELC), has broken with its industry peers to call for advanced regulation to reduce GHG emissions in the United States.

- **PG&E**, a charter member of the California Climate Action Registry, has proposed to the California Public Utilities Commission a “Climate Protection Program and Tariff” to allow customers to pay a percentage to make their use carbon neutral.\(^ {141} \)

iii) Building Global Pathways
by facilitating international discussion and collaborative solutions

- **BSkyB**, as a partner of Combat Climate Change (3C), appeals for integrating climate issues into the markets and trade with facilitation by a global framework.\(^ {142} \)

- **Ericsson**, which argues that it is important not to lock developing countries into unsustainable solutions,\(^ {143} \) is a signatory of the UN Global Compact Business Leadership Platform, which aims to increase global dialogue around systems-oriented climate change solutions.

- **Tata Power** is a signatory of Earth Institute’s Global Roundtable on Climate Change, an effort aimed to build consensus, explore solutions, champion successful initiatives, provide discussion forums, and catalyze new movements based on a global framework.\(^ {144} \)

- **ABN AMRO** contributes to the Corporate Leaders Group on Climate Change — part of The Prince of Wales’s Business and the Environment Program (BEP) — a collective business initiative to think about, challenge and debate issues of corporate sustainability.\(^ {145} \)

- **United Technologies** is a member of the International Climate Change Partnership, a coalition of companies and organizations working to set global policy agendas while maintaining a moderate stance.
Summarizing the Benefits

In advancing dialogue on policy, companies are becoming engaged on multiple levels. These include appropriations and budget politics, executive branch and policy-making issues, law courts and regulatory bodies, and collaboration-based political input on state, national or supra-national levels. Benefits include:

+ More access to policy-making that benefits shareholders, such as leveling the playing field to improve anticipated returns from long-term investments, including avoiding “lock-in” to outmoded technologies

+ Resolving uncertainty surrounding future policies, that, unlike risk, cannot be clearly anticipated or planned for and thus hinder commitments; moreover, familiarizing the company with those impending regulations

+ Better relationships with customers and citizens who expect corporations, which have traditionally lobbied for narrow organizational interests, to use their influence for collaborative solution-building

+ License to operate among regulators, particularly for energy-intensive industries affected by public utility commissions and permit-issuing government bodies
B. Co-Creating Opportunities with Organizations

Recognizing that emissions are extremely fragmented geographically and among businesses, companies are employing their financial, informational, relational, technological, human, product and other capabilities to partner with other organizations in order to develop shared mindsets, synergies and positive network effects.

i) Advancing Market-Based Initiatives
including voluntary standards and generally accepted environmental finance practices

- **Xstrata**, an Australian mining company, is participating in the Greenhouse Challenge Plus, a voluntary program between industry and the Australian national government.147
- **Interface**, which launched the carbon-neutral “Cool Carpet” in 2003, has its Director of Sustainable Development on the steering committee of the Voluntary Carbon Standard.148
- **Morgan Stanley**, in recently partnering with Det Norske Veritas (DNV) to launch a Carbon Bank, is supporting the expansion of the carbon market, which will help to drive a badly needed convergence of standards.149
- **Sony** is a member of the Chicago Climate Exchange (CCX), the world’s first and North America’s only legally binding rules-based GHG emissions allowance trading system and the world’s only global system for emissions trading based on all six greenhouse gases.
- **Eastman Kodak Company** is a member of the California Climate Registry (CCAR), which helps establish GHG emissions baselines against which many future GHG emission reduction requirements may be applied.
- **Gap Inc.**, as a member of the San Francisco-based Business Council on Climate Change, supports the wider adoption of pledges for voluntary emissions reduction and corporate culture commitments.

ii) Building Informational Networks
such as disseminating knowledge

- **Recreational Equipment Inc.** (REI) is working with regional partners to share best practices as part of the Seattle Climate Partnership and San Francisco Business Council on Climate Change.
- **Vodafone** has commissioned the Earth Calling report, a study informing the public of the environmental impacts of the mobile telecommunications industry.150
- **HSBC** has developed the Climate Confidence Index that aims to gauge and make available to the public trends in attitudes about climate change.151
• **Alcan** has developed EHS First, an approach to translating its commitment to the environment, health and safety into measurable actions; between 1990 and 2005 the company reduced its emissions of greenhouse gases 25 percent, committing itself to a further 10 percent reduction by 2010.\(^{152}\)

• **Intel** has shared best practices with other companies at the working group “Arriving at Strategic Policy Positions on Climate Change,” led by BSR.

• **Hyperion** has published the guide “How Can You Drive Change?” to share its lessons with other companies on creating employee emissions reductions programs.\(^{153}\)

### iii) Developing Operational Partnerships

including industry and cross-sector partnerships and investments

• **HSBC** has developed the $100 million Climate Partnership, a five-year alliance between The Climate Group, Earthwatch Institute, Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute and WWF, which aims to create cleaner, greener major cities, enable “climate champions,” conduct the largest-ever field experiment on the long-term effects of climate change, and protect the world’s major river systems.\(^{154}\)

• **Wells Fargo**, a dedicated purchaser of clean energy, provides capital to renewable energy projects, in which it currently has invested over $1 billion.

• **Climate Change Capital**, an investment banking group, advised on and raised capital for numerous low-carbon projects. These include financing renewable energy installations in the United Kingdom; destroying industrial gases in India and China; advice on the acquisition and divestiture strategy for Private Equity funds and carbon-intensive industries in Europe; and waste-to-energy projects in China and Hungary.\(^{155}\)

• **Google** is using its technologies such as Google Earth and Google Maps to help other organizations augment their ability to understand and solve climate challenges.\(^{156}\)

### Summarizing the Benefits

Companies are co-creating value with other organizations for various reasons, including developing market strategies to differentiate themselves from their rivals and within the non-market environments of special issues, institutions, interests and information.\(^{157}\) Whether companies choose partners based on similar strengths and objectives to create scale, or seek complementary traits for creating synergies, there are common potential benefits:

+ Developing **specialized technical** expertise to enhance productive capacity or reduce uncertainty around specific business opportunities

+ **Gaining legitimacy** by working with issue experts and/or nonprofit objective voices

+ **Learning by gaining awareness** around social forces and accessing distinct networks

+ **Acquiring competitive advantages** resulting from experience with new types of projects, markets and locations
C. Encouraging Climate-Friendly Behavior Among Individuals

Given the growing realization that successfully abating climate change will require changing behaviors, some companies are using their strengths to encourage climate-friendly behavior among individuals.

i) Facilitating Dialogue
   including providing real and virtual venues and leading discussions

- **Yahoo!**’s Green web portal enables customers to meet and engage in dialogue on climate issues.
- **News Corporation** has launched the MySpace channel “OurPlanet,” which informs users about climate change, suggests tips for action and encourages discussion.
- **evo** uses its floor space to host community events such as “Green Drinks” to facilitate discussion on climate change and other sustainability issues.
- **Clif Bar**, which published its “Moving Toward Sustainability” newsletter five years before “An Inconvenient Truth,” brings people together for discussion on global warming through a number of channels, including public education partnerships like the mobile Save Our Snow road trip, in which it visited U.S. ski resorts to raise awareness and discuss climate change issues.
- **Whole Foods** is educating customers on Eco-Action tips and helping them to understand ecosystems phenomena like pollination.\(^{158}\)

ii) Enabling Action
   such as closing the “value-action” gap in providing choices that are consistent with ongoing commitments and aspirations\(^{159}\) while simple, convenient and tangibly beneficial

- **B&Q**, following an online survey receiving 7,000 responses, extended product lines to include home micro-generation technology, and introduced items such as home solar panels and wind turbines in stores and via B&Q’s website.
- **We’re in this Together**, a consortium of top household brand names, offers quick and easy actions that the public can do to combat climate change.
- **Keep Winter Cool**, a snow-sports industry initiative, aims to raise visibility and public understanding of global warming and spotlight opportunities that exist right now to start fixing the problem.
- **New Resource Bank** is reducing capital costs for green building on commercial and multi-unit residential sectors.
iii) Inspiring Lower-Impact Behaviors
by appealing to adopt new actions and lifestyles

- **BSkyB**, acknowledging that it is in a powerful position to communicate directly with one in three homes across the United Kingdom, is communicating to mainstream customers on its Join the Bigger Picture website.

- **Yahoo!** helps customers understand how they can address global warming in their daily actions with Yahoo! Green.

- **Ogilvy and Mather**’s [www.fightglobalwarming.com](http://www.fightglobalwarming.com) website aims to encourage action using a mix of rational and emotional appeals.

- **MTV**’s Switch campaign seeks to motivate more climate-friendly attitudes among youth.

- **Clif Bar**, through its Save Our Snow mobile tour, is using ski celebrities to encourage people to carpool and improve other habits.

- **Duke Energy** suggests that one of the most important ways companies can inspire people is by helping them understand the broader net benefits associated with more stringent regulation, including greenhouse gas taxes.

### Summarizing the Benefits

Although it is traditionally government agencies and NGOs – not private sector companies – that seek to motivate positive social behavioral change, businesses often possess the capabilities, information and relationships that enable them to be significant leaders. Realizing this, companies are starting to employ the principles of social marketing or using commercial marketing to "influence a target audience to voluntarily accept, modify or abandon a behavior for the benefit of individuals, groups or society as a whole" related to climate change. Integrating such efforts into existing strategies presents the following opportunities:

- **Attracting new partners** including suppliers and employees who are interested in companies that foster closer relationships with certain customers, markets and demographics

- **Improving collaboration** with governments, that have traditionally addressed social and environmental issues, but are interested in partners to help them drive behavioral changes

- **Ensuring a license to operate** among the public, particularly for global companies that have large potential influence over behavior

- **Better regulatory positioning** for large companies or those with high-emission products that have significant potential to be used more efficiently
VI. Seven Takeaways

*It’s not about being carbon neutral – it’s about growing the climate movement.*
- Elysa Hammond, Environmental Scientist, Clif Bar, 2007

Management makes order. It sets plans, organizes resources, solves problems and produces results. Leadership, in contrast, makes change. It establishes direction, drives strategy, coordinates efforts and motivates. The two are twin opposites, and without the other, each is irrelevant. This could not be truer than in the context of addressing climate change, a social and environmental issue with global causes and consequences, impacts likely to persist, and considerable risks.

It is clear that combining the tactical management of emissions reductions with systems-oriented strategies will be pivotal to creating the most meaningful change. The practices described in this report provide a varied menu of potential options for managers to consider. Few companies excel across the board, and some seen as leaders in one respect are also regarded as laggards in others (e.g. Ford Motor Company). Thus, there is something to be learned from examining the early experiences of companies embracing some of these practices. The following key lessons emerge:

1. **It takes two to emit.** While many companies have started managing physical emissions from sources they can control, leaders have begun managing the supply and demand of emissions associated with the human behavior, technologies, investments and policies that they are able to influence. Companies doing so demonstrate that while direct physical emissions are important, a different skill set is needed for addressing “indirect” emissions, including “embedded emissions” (those occurring upstream in the production of goods and services that the company purchases) and “product use emissions” (those which occur downstream as a result of consumers using the company’s products).

2. **Mixed signals necessitate a portfolio approach.** Companies face pressure to undergo transformational change, yet meanwhile demonstrate practical solutions in the short term. Customers want more information, but complain that there is already too much noise. In order to prevent pressures such as these from becoming paralyzing, companies should develop a portfolio of initiatives that are diversified by types and cycles of time.

3. **The best reporting tells stories.** In communicating progress to stakeholders, quantitative results are important, but qualitative information is critical to provide context. Moreover, in addition to discussing end results, characterizing leadership efforts in terms of their business processes (e.g. efforts toward ensuring strong governance) offers a means to invite dialogue and provide reassurance. Sustainability reports that offer useful models include those compiled by British Telecom, Shell, Ikea, Verizon, Novo Nordisk, BSkyB, Vodafone, Herman Miller and Timberland.
4. **A consistent and aligned external message is crucial.** Leading companies ensure that the environmental and social message a company communicates is aligned throughout the company, particularly among the public policy, CSR and marketing departments. Companies report that this has been historically challenging due to a lack of clear signals from executives, interdepartmental differences in approach, conflicting reward structures and culture, and a lack of communication due to “silos.” Misalignment between departments has led to inconsistencies in external action that significantly deteriorate customer and investor trust in the company. In this information-intensive age, it is crucial to overcome the aforementioned barriers to ensure a consistent message and alignment across departments.

5. **Cross-sector partners offer key points of leverage.** It has long been acknowledged that engaging in environmental partnerships with NGOs can have benefits. This is particularly true when addressing climate change, a phenomenon bringing about a historic convergence of financial and scientific agendas. There is a plethora of governmental agencies and NGOs helping firms to develop robust, credible and generally cost-effective climate change strategies.

6. **Sometimes leadership calls for being part of a pack.** In addition to creating new one-on-one partnerships, companies are also forming large collective groups to learn, discuss, debate and lobby. Early lessons show there is often a case for this if the industry is a target of regulation and other industries are not, if stakeholders regard all companies as equally culpable, and if there are potential revenue benefits and the ability to share costs. Individual action is often more warranted, on the other hand, if the company has the opportunity for breaking new ground, if the company is a target, or if collaboration would be difficult, costly and/or slow.

7. **Climate exists within a broader sustainability context.** Most importantly, climate imperatives should always be consistent with a broader agenda for corporate sustainability. When developing approaches to climate change, managers must look at entire systems in order to avoid unexpected negative consequences elsewhere – in other words, creating costlier problems than the ones they set out to fix. For example, there is currently much fervor around first-generation biofuels touted as climate solutions, but the negative environmental and social impacts that come with them could make them a “fix that fails.” So managers should consider their response to climate change as an opportunity to invest in management systems for sustainability issues more broadly. Water footprinting and product labeling for toxics, for example, are becoming critical issues that companies versed in climate leadership will be prepared to understand and capitalize on.

The end goal of business climate leadership is to reduce the emissions intensity of society while adapting to the climate change we are already experiencing. This requires business leaders to recognize the larger subsurface structures that perpetuate emissions, and to build new mental models for investing in – and communicating – initiatives that maximize the potential for performance over time, use influence to improve significant indirect impacts, and contribute capabilities and relationships to solve problems as entrepreneurs.
As always, taking the lead into uncharted territories raises more questions than it answers, at least in the short-term. Yet, despite these uncertainties, one thing is clear: This is a time of need for visionary and bold leadership to drive collaborative, evolving solutions. Given the findings in this report, we conclude that much of this leadership can originate in the private sector, and that the companies at the forefront will find rewards.
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